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bureaus and sellers
Posted by christos georgoulas - 2013/06/05 13:05
_____________________________________

Good evening Kraftwurx 
I am a new user here, just registered.  
I am very interested to know about how things work, around here. 

I have a question about bureaus and sellers. 

For example, I live in Greece and I own a 3D printer, that makes me a bureau. Let’s say that someone
from Turkey or Bulgaria likes a design of mine or someone else’s and he want to 3D print it and order it.
Now because I am the nearest bureau the order comes to me via Kraftswurx and I am responsible for
shiping the order to him, am I right? 

So I am making money for printing the object and for selling a design of mine and a percentage goes to
Kraftswurx, correct me if I am wrong. 

Now a seller doesn’t own a 3D printer, just uploads the design on Kraftswurx and shares it to the world.
He makes money just for selling his design and again a percentage goes to Kraftswurx. 
Am I right about those and how things work? 

Please don’t redirect me to another link about terms of use. I just read them. 

Thank you in advance.

============================================================================

Re:bureaus and sellers
Posted by Marco CM - 2013/06/07 14:36
_____________________________________

You are generally correct about how Kraftwurx works. We allow artists to upload designs for sale as 3d
printed products. When those designs sell a printer in our production network prints the part closes to the
customer. We operate with a 25 point quality inspection for all 3d prints and offer only the highest quality
industrial grade 3d print materials. This excludes most low-end home use 3d printers and machines. No
hobby 3d printers or MakerBots. Are you a hobbiest 3d printer or a full fledged 3d printing service
providing company?
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